
Dear Vernon Jones,         6/19/2021 

 

Once again, the Mountain Patriots are reaching out to you.  First of all, we thank you for such a 
fantastic visit you had with us in this same park in May.  You shared your vision with us, prayed 
with us, and even sang with us.   

We also thank you for the time you shared with Carol Chamberlin at the GOP convention where 
she provided you a letter, asking for an investigation into Governor Kemp.  We understand with 
the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) and Attorney General Chris Carr in the Executive 
Branch we are certain; no actions will be taken.   

We believe now is the time to open the can worms and expose the snakes of the Executive 
Branch of Georgia.  The Secretary of State (SOS) is the corrupt lynchpin leading the cover up of 
the 2020 election crimes and the corrupt lynchpin driving the state to use the Dominion machines 
in our next election.  We need to pull the RAT!   

We want to wake the people of Georgia up and get them MADDER THAN A WET HEN!   

The Mountain Patriots are planning a press conference on the steps of the State Capital and we 
need your help. We want to expose that Fulton County Elections Warehouse was run by an entire 
team (over 20 people) of Dominion employees and the SOS has covered it up.  We want to 
expose the lies that Brad Raffensperger and Chris Carr have been telling the courts while 
fighting to allow Georgians their right to a free and transparent election.  We want to expose the 
cover ups and lies Raffensperger has told the state legislature and people of our Great State.  We 
want the citizens of Georgia to know that the new election law is removing the SOS as the 
Chairman of the State Election Board for a reason.   

We know your time is extremely valuable and you have already supported the Mountain Patriots 
an entire day.  However, with the energy and recognition surrounding your election, we would 
love for you to join us for this event.  Few people would care if a Patriot calls for a press 
conference on the steps of the Capital.  Think of people who would care if the Patriot Vernon 
Jones was once again, supporting a group of concerned citizens and Patriots, his friends, calling 
for JUSTICE.   

We will bring the crowd and we hope you’ll bring the press. The Mountain Patriots are 
expanding their reach every day with hope and prayer to UNITE the Patriots of Georgia.  We 
believe in you and pray for you and will be always be there to support you. 

Respectfully, 

Robert Coovert coov07@gmail.com   815-212-0675 

 

Carol Chamberlain xyzchamberlain@yahoo.com  727-946-0956 


